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      MARKETS IN BRIEF 

 U.S. economy not in good shape 

A measure of US manufacturing unexpectedly fell deeper into 

contraction, posting the weakest reading since the end of the last 

recession as a global slowdown and the US-China trade war 

increasingly weigh on the sector. The Institute for Supply 

Management’s factory index slipped to 47.8 in September, the 

lowest since June 2009, according to data Tuesday. The figure 

missed all estimates. The group’s production gauge slipped to a 10-

year low while the employment measure also dropped to the lowest 

since January 2016. That’s a worrying sign before a jobs report Friday 

that’s forecast to show private payroll growth remains subdued. 

FX & COMMODITIES LAST 1D 

EUR/$ 1.0919 -0.14% 

GBP/$ 1.2272 -0.23% 

AUD /$ 0.6700 -0.06% 

$/JPY 107.67 0.07% 

$/CAD 1.3228 -0.06% 

Gold $ 1481.73 0.17% 

WTI $ 53.91 0.47% 

BRENT $ 59.02 0.19% 

AMERICA    

DOW JONES  26573.04 -1.28% 

S&P 500 2940.25 -1.23% 

NASDAQ 7908.68 -1.13% 

EUROPE     

STXE 600  387.99 -1.31% 

CAC 40 5597.63 -1.41% 

DAX 12263.83 -1.32% 

ASIA PACIFIC     

S&P/ASX 200 6639.94 -1.53% 

NIKKEI 225 21778.61 -0.49% 

CSI 300 (China) 3814.53 -0.99% 

MENA    

Saudi Arabia 8052.71 -0.48% 

Dubai 2778.80 -0.08% 

Qatar 10434.65 0.65% 

BONDS    

U.S. 10-year 1.6456 0.0086 

German Bund 10-yr -0.5350 0.0290 

AU 10-year 0.9640 -0.0090 
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 Global markets were shocked by data showing that the U.S. 

started to feel the heat of economic slowdown, with the 

manufacturing sector falling deeper into correction. After the 

report, Treasury yields plummeted around 14 bps, the U.S. dollar 

erased gains and U.S. stocks swung to losses. The Dow and the 

S&P 500 had their worst session in over a month. Global shares 

dropped today to 1-month lows. 

 Other G-10 currencies traded within narrow ranges, with investors 

on guard after what appeared to be another missile launch from 

North Korea.  

 Traders will be watching today the ADP Nonfarm Employment at 

15:15 LT. This will provide insight into the official jobs report that will 

be released on Friday.  

 Australian dollar climbed from a 10-yr low of $0.6673 hit yesterday. 

Traders await Trade Balance figure tomorrow at 4:30 LT. 

 British pound declined as PM Johnson is poised to tell the EU to 

negotiate Brexit on his terms within the next nine days, or face a 

no-deal divorce. 

 Oil rebounded from several days of falling prices after industry 

data showed a surprise drop in US crude inventories. Next focus 

will be official EIA weekly report at 17:30 LT. 



President Donald Trump again attacked the Fed on Tuesday after the weakest U.S. manufacturing reading in 10 

years. In a tweet, the president wrote Fed Chair Jerome Powell and the central bank “have allowed the Dollar to get 

so strong, especially relative to ALL other currencies, that our manufacturers are being negatively affected.” He 

contended the Fed has set interest rates “too high.” “They are their own worst enemies, they don’t have a clue,” he 

wrote. “Pathetic!” 

 Johnson’s own terms 

BEIRUT S.E. LAST 1D 

SOLIDERE—A 5.51 -5.49% 

SOLIDERE—B 5.57 -4.95% 

BANK OF BEIRUT 18.80 - 

BANK AUDI SAL 3.70 - 

BLOM BANK 7.30 - 

BYBLOS BANK 1.13 - 

BLC BANK SAL 0.93 - 

BANQUE BEMO SAL 1.15 - 
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 ... Trump attacks “pathetic” Fed 

Boris Johnson is poised to issue an ultimatum to the EU on Wednesday: negotiate Brexit on his terms within the next 

nine days, or face a no-deal divorce. A key EU player has already rejected the prime minister’s plan. On Wednesday, 

Johnson will address his Conservative Party’s annual conference in Manchester, England, and his office said he 

would present a “fair and reasonable compromise” offer to the EU. He will say it is now vital to deliver on the decision 

of the British people to leave the EU in a referendum in 2016. 

 ... EU’s concession on condition 

EU governments have discussed giving the UK a major concession on Brexit by possibly time-limiting the contentious 

backstop mechanism for the Irish border, according to Bloomberg sources. A time limit -- something the EU has long 

said was out of the question -- would only be on offer if the UK accepted a backstop which would keep Northern 

Ireland in a customs union with the bloc. PM Johnson said he won’t allow the UK to be trapped in the backstop, 

which was agreed to by his predecessor Theresa May but opposed by the British Parliament. 

The US dollar steadied or fell against most major currencies, after dropping from a 2-year high overnight when data 

showed the US manufacturing activity contracted at the fastest pace in more than a decade in September. Worries 

about a slowing US economy and the possibility of further interest rate cuts in the wake of weak US manufacturing 

data kept the dollar pinned down on Wednesday, as investors sought shelter elsewhere. The dollar eased slightly 

against the euro to $1.0919 per euro and gave ground to the Australian and New Zealand dollars, retracing a bit of 

the large gains it made against them on Tuesday. Money-market pricing for a Fed rate cut in October climbed to 

about 76% from around 58%. Employment data from the ADP Research Institute due Wednesday and non-farm 

payrolls on Friday may shed further light on the policy outlook. Traders are also looking to a speech by Fed Chairman 

Jerome Powell on Friday for clues on the interest-rate outlook. The Japanese yen recovered against the dollar to 

trade little higher at 107.66. The dollar steadied against a basket of currencies at 99.239 while the manufacturing 

shock echoed through other markets, dragging bond yields and Asian stock markets lower. The Institute for Supply 



Management had said its index of US factory activity fell to 47.8, the lowest reading since June 2009. A figure below 

50 signals the domestic factory sector is contracting.  

The British pound sank 0.23% against the dollar to $1.2272. It was headed back toward an almost 1-month low 

plumbed overnight as traders are increasingly nervous about Britain crashing out of the EU at the end of the month. 

Prime Minister Boris Johnson will unveil his final Brexit offer to the EU on Wednesday and make clear that Britain intends 

to leave the EU on Oct. 31, no matter what. 

The Australian dollar, which hit its lowest in a decade on Tuesday after the Reserve Bank of Australia (RBA) cut interest 

rates, bounced a little to $0.6700. But few are expecting a sustained rise after the statement accompanying the rate 

cut left room for further easing. 

In offshore trade, the Chinese yuan  was steady at 7.1466 per dollar, with trade subdued as Chinese markets are 

closed until Monday for public holidays. 

Oil rebounded from several days of falling prices after industry data showed a surprise drop in US crude inventories 

and offset weak economic readings in the US that have depressed global stock markets. Brent crude rose 0.19%, to 

$59.02 a barrel, claiming back some of the ground lost over the past three sessions. US West Texas Intermediate crude 

was at $53.91 a barrel, up 0.47%. Front-month WTI prices settled down for a sixth straight session on Tuesday, their 

longest losing streak this year, after US manufacturing activity dived to a 10-year low as US-China trade tensions 

weighed on exports. Oil pared some losses in post-settlement trade on Tuesday after American Petroleum Institute 

(API) data showed US crude stocks fell last week by 5.9 million barrels, against expectations for an increase of 1.6 

million barrels. The Energy Information Administration's weekly oil inventories report is due at 17:30 LT on Wednesday. 

Oil prices are now below levels from before the Sept. 14 attacks on Saudi oil facilities as the world's largest oil exporter 

has restored its full oil production and capacity. 

 

 

 

CURRENCY - TIME (LT) EVENT FCAST PRIOR 

USD—15:15 US ADP Nonfarm Employment 140k 195k 

OIL—17:30 US EIA Weekly Report 2.0m 2.4m 

USD—17:50 US Fed Member Williams speaks   
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 ECONOMIC CALENDAR 

 FX & COMMODITIES 

 

Thursday: China Holiday, AU Trade Balance, Services PMI for major countries, US Initial Jobless Claims 

Friday: AU Retail Sales, US Jobs Report, Canada Trade Balance, US Trade Balance, Fed Chair Powell speaks 



CURRENCIES LAST 1D YTD 

DXY 99.239 0.10% 3.18% 

EUR/$ 1.0919 -0.14% -4.79% 

GBP/$ 1.2272 -0.23% -3.76% 

AUD /$ 0.6700 -0.06% -4.95% 

NZD/$ 0.6248 0.05% -7.01% 

$/JPY 107.66 0.07% 1.87% 

$/CAD 1.3228 -0.06% 3.08% 

$/CHF 0.9980 -0.44% -1.58% 

$/SEK 9.8978 -0.17% -10.53% 

$/NOK 9.1470 -0.24% -5.55% 

$/DKK 6.8371 -0.13% -4.77% 

$/TRY 5.7428 -0.36% -7.91% 

EUR/GBP 0.8898 -0.10% 1.06% 

EUR/JPY 117.56 0.19% 7.03% 

EUR/CHF 1.0897 -0.33% 3.31% 

COMMODITIES LAST 1D YTD 

Gold Spot   $/Oz 1481.73 0.17% 15.53% 

Silver Spot  $/Oz 17.28 0.23% 11.49% 

Platinum Spot  $/Oz 876.66 -0.19% 10.09% 

Palladium Spot  $/Oz 1648.66 -0.51% 30.67% 

COPPER $/lb 256.40 0.14% -3.10% 

WTI $/bbl 53.91 0.47% 18.63% 

BRENT $/bbl 59.02 0.19% 9.67% 
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 EQUITIES & BONDS 

Global shares fell to 1-month lows on Wednesday after US manufacturing activity tumbled to more than a decade 

low, sparking worries that the fallout from the US-China trade war is spreading to the US economy. A slowdown in US 

economic growth would remove one of the few remaining bright spots in the global economy and come just as 

Europe is seen as close to falling into recession. MSCI’s gauge of stocks across the globe, covering 49 markets, 

dipped 0.06% to a low last seen in early September, after shedding 0.83% in the previous session.  In Asia, MSCI's ex-

Japan Asia-Pacific shares index dropped 0.6%, with Australian shares falling 1.3% and South Korean shares shedding 

1.5%. Japan's Nikkei slid 0.4%. China markets are closed for a one-week holiday. Hong Kong's Hang Seng index was 

down 0.3% after a market holiday the previous day. The index fell as much as 1.2% in early trade. On Tuesday, Hong 

Kong police shot a teenage protester, the first to be hit by live ammunition in almost four months of unrest in the 

Chinese-ruled city. Adding to tensions in Asia, North Korea carried out at least one more projectile launch on 

Wednesday, a day after it announced it will hold working-level talks with the US at the weekend.  

In the US, the S&P 500 and Dow suffered their worst tumbles in over a month on Tuesday after data showed US factory 

activity shrank in September to its weakest in over a decade, ratcheting up fears that the US-China trade war is 

hobbling the world’s largest economy. Investors moved to the safety of US Treasuries after the ISM report showed its 

manufacturing activity index at 47.8, falling further from August’s sharp contraction and below economists’ 



 COMPANY NEWS HEADLINES 

 The US Commodity Futures Trading Commission said on Tuesday it had ordered six financial institutions, including 

HSBC Bank USA, Societe Generale SA and PNC Bank NA to pay $6 million for reporting failures. 

 Exxon Mobil Corp's operating profits fell last quarter for the fourth consecutive period, according to a regulatory 

filing on Tuesday that showed all three of its major businesses slumping from a year ago. 

 Stitch Fix Inc forecast current-quarter revenue below analysts' estimates on Tuesday after reporting better-than-

expected quarterly earnings, as it cut marketing spending and increased technology investment. 

 Deere & Co on Tuesday announced indefinite layoffs for 163 US manufacturing workers at plants in Illinois and 

Iowa that make agricultural, forestry and construction equipment, citing decreased customer demand. 

 Discount brokerage Charles Schwab Corp said on Tuesday it is eliminating commissions for online trading of 

stocks, ETFs and options listed on US or Canadian exchanges. 

 Tesco, Britain's biggest retailer, said on Wednesday its chief executive Dave Lewis will step down next summer 

and be succeeded by Ken Murphy, an executive at Walgreens Boots Alliance. 

 Johnson & Johnson said on Tuesday it will pay $20.4 million to settle claims by two Ohio counties, allowing the US 

healthcare giant to avoid an upcoming federal trial seeking to hold the industry responsible for the nation's 

opioid epidemic. 

 Gambling group Flutter Entertainment is merging with Nasdaq- and Toronto-listed Stars Group in an all-share deal 

that will create one of the world's largest online betting and gaming operators, the companies said on 

Wednesday. 

 The United Auto Workers union said on Tuesday it rejected a new comprehensive offer from General Motors Co 

to end a two-week-old strike, saying the automaker came up short on several fronts including wages, healthcare 

and temporary workers. 
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expectations of 50.1. A reading below 50 indicates contraction. With lingering trade tensions weighing on exports, 

the US data mirrored similar patterns in the euro zone, Japan, the UK and China. The S&P industrials index dropped 

2.4%, the most among the 11 major S&P sectors. The materials and energy indexes both fell 2.3%. All 11 sectors lost 

ground. A jobs report on Friday is expected to shed further light on US economic strength. Despite a prolonged US-

China trade war that has hammered global growth, confidence in the domestic economy has helped the 

benchmark S&P 500 climb about 17% this year. The Dow and S&P had their biggest one-day dip since Aug. 23, when 

US President Donald Trump demanded that American companies seek alternatives to doing business with China. 

Shares of online brokerage E*Trade Financial tumbled 16.4%, the most on the S&P 500, after rival Charles Schwab 

Corp said it would remove commissions for online trading of stocks, ETFs and options listed on US or Canadian 

exchanges. Charles Schwab’s shares slumped 9.7%. McDonald’s Corp dropped 2.7% after JP Morgan said the fast 

food chain’s Q3 same-store sales would be softer than analysts’ estimates. Shares of chipmaker Xilinx Inc declined 

4.1% after KeyBanc lowered its rating to “sector weight.” Ulta Beauty Inc advanced 6.1% after an independent 

director bought shares. As the final quarter of 2019 kicks off, investors will be focusing on a range of factors, 

beginning with the high-stakes Sino-US trade talks in early October, corporate earnings and the Fed’s next policy 

meeting. 

In the MENA region, a rebound in financial shares boosted Egypt's blue-chip stock index on Tuesday, a day after it 

took a breather to snap three straight days of gains. Saudi index reversed early gains as most of its banks declined. 

Egypt's blue-chip index gained 1.7% with its largest bank. Egypt's M2 money supply growth accelerated to 11.78% 

year-on-year in August, Reuters reported on Tuesday citing data from the central bank. The money supply stood at 

3.93 trillion Egyptian pounds ($242.29 billion) as of the end of August from 3.88 trillion pounds at the end of July. Saudi 

Arabia's index dropped 0.5% with most of its banks on the index sliding. 

 EQUITIES & BONDS 



AMERICA LAST 1D YTD 

DOW JONES  26573.04 -1.28% 13.91% 

S&P 500 2940.25 -1.23% 17.29% 

NASDAQ 7908.68 -1.13% 19.19% 

S&P/TSX 16447.66 -1.27% 14.84% 

EUROPE LAST 1D YTD 

STXE 600  387.99 -1.31% 14.91% 

FTSE 100 7360.32 -0.65% 9.40% 

CAC 40 5597.63 -1.41% 18.33% 

DAX 12263.83 -1.32% 16.15% 

ASIA PACIFIC LAST 1D YTD 

S&P/ASX 200 6639.94 -1.53% 17.60% 

NIKKEI 225 21778.61 -0.49% 8.81% 

TOPIX 1596.29 -0.42% 6.84% 

CSI 300 (China) 3814.53 -0.99% 26.70% 

MENA LAST 1D YTD 

Saudi Arabia 8052.71 -0.48% 2.89% 

Abu Dhabi 5054.06 -0.06% 2.83% 

Dubai 2778.80 -0.08% 9.84% 

Qatar 10434.65 0.65% 1.32% 

10-YEAR BONDS LAST 1D YTD 

U.S. 1.6456 0.0086 -1.0403 

Germany -0.5350 0.0290 -0.7770 

U.K. 0.5240 0.0530 -0.7540 

Australia 0.9640 -0.0090 -1.3540 

 TOP SELECTED NEWS 
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ECB begins transition to new benchmark short-term interest rate 

(Bloomberg) The European Central Bank begins its official transition to a new benchmark short-term interest rate 

Wednesday, as global regulators move away from tainted Libor gauges. The shift comes as similar actions are 

underfoot in sterling and dollar markets after a rigging scandal with the London interbank offered rate undermined 

confidence in indexes used as benchmarks for roughly $370 trillion of financial products worldwide. In the euro area, 

regulators are trying to push market participants away from the traditional Euribor and Eonia measures. Early 

Wednesday the ECB will publish the euro short-term rate, or ESTR, which will reflect overnight borrowing costs of banks 

in the monetary bloc. By some measures, the euro area has lagged behind other regions in the shift from the much-

maligned older benchmarks. US companies have been selling debt linked to the new American reference rate for 

nearly a year and in the UK, financial markets have begun to decisively migrate to a sterling overnight rate index. 

Oil shipping rates from US to Asia hits three-year high, quieting Nov trade - sources 

(Reuters) Freight rates for US crude tankers bound for Asia were bid up to a more than three-year peak this week as 

US sanctions on a Chinese transport giant cut vessel availability, traders and ship brokers said. The US last week 
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imposed sanctions on two units of China’s COSCO, which operates more than 50 supertankers, alleging the units 

violated US sanctions on Iran. That action prompted US Gulf Coast exporters to hold back chartering COSCO-owned 

vessels, traders and shipbrokers said. 

Ecuador to quit OPEC in 2020 in search of bigger export revenue 

(Reuters) Ecuador, one of the smallest members of the Organization of the Petroleum Exporting Countries, said on 

Tuesday it will leave the 14-nation bloc from Jan. 1 due to fiscal problems. The Andean nation is attempting to 

increase crude production to raise more income and has on multiple occasions broken its output quota fixed by 

OPEC. “The decision is based on the issues and internal challenges that the country must take on related to fiscal 

sustainability,” the energy ministry said in a statement, without providing further details.  

Norway wealth fund gets nod to sell $6 billion in oil stocks 

Norway’s massive wealth fund got the go-ahead to sell oil and gas stocks worth $5.9 billion, ending a two-year 

process that has reduced an initial proposal to dump all its petroleum investments to a more moderate divestment. 

The $1 trillion fund shocked markets in 2017 when it asked the government for permission to sell about $40 billion in 

such stocks, arguing a cut in exposure would reduce the overall risk for Norway, western Europe’s biggest petroleum 

producer. That plan was then heavily diluted in a political compromise that shielded the world’s biggest oil 

companies. 

Goldman Sachs reshuffles Asia M&A leadership as John Kim joins Carlyle - memo 

(Reuters) Tech specialists Raghav Maliah and Jung Min have been appointed co-heads of Goldman Sachs’ mergers 

and acquisitions in Asia Pacific excluding Japan as former head John Kim moves to global private equity giant 

Carlyle Group. Kim, a 19-year veteran of the bank’s Asia business, joins Carlyle as a managing director of its Asian 

buyout team, and will lead its activities in Korea, according to a press release from the private equity group. 

Huawei phones had bootleg access to Google apps. Not anymore 

(Bloomberg) One of Huawei Technologies Co.’s biggest trade war headaches has just gotten worse, as an unofficial 

workaround to the Trump administration ban on using Google apps and services has been quashed. Security 

researcher John Wu published an illuminating post Tuesday that explained how users of Huawei’s Mate 30 Pro were 

able to manually download and install Google apps, despite a US blacklisting that prohibits the Chinese company 

from using American components and software. The process allowed the Mate 30 Pro (along with the basic Mate 30) 

to run popular apps like Google Maps and Gmail that otherwise would not be permitted. 

Visa, Mastercard reconsider backing Facebook's Libra: WSJ 

(Reuters) Visa, Mastercard Inc and other key financial partners may reconsider their involvement in Facebook Inc’s 

cryptocurrency, Libra, the Wall Street Journal reported on Tuesday, citing people familiar with the matter. The 

financial backers to Libra did not want to attract regulatory scrutiny and declined Facebook’s requests to publicly 

support the project, according to the Journal report. Policy executives from Libra Association, the cryptocurrency’s 

two dozen backers, have been summoned to a meeting in Washington, D.C., on Thursday, the WSJ reported. 

Fitch downgrades WeWork after aborted IPO leaves financing hole 

(Reuters) Global credit rating agency Fitch Ratings on Tuesday downgraded WeWork’s credit rating by two notches 

to “CCC+”, putting the Softbank-backed office-sharing firm deep into junk territory a day after it abandoned an 

initial public offering.  WeWork, whose parent We Company lost $1.9 billion in 2018, had hoped to raise at least $3 

billion in the abandoned IPO and borrow a further $6 billion in a loan from banks that was contingent on the listing. 

“In the absence of an IPO and associated senior secured debt raise, WeWork does not have sufficient funding to 

meet its growth plan,” Fitch wrote in a note.  

 TOP SELECTED NEWS 
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      APPENDIX & DISCLAIMER 

This document is for information purposes only and does not take account of the specific circumstances of any recipient. The in-

formation contained herein does not constitute the provision of investment advice. It is not intended to be and should not be con-

strued as a recommendation, offer or solicitation to acquire, or dispose of, any of the financial instruments mentioned in this docu-

ment and will not form the basis or a part of any contract or commitment whatsoever. 

The information in this document is based on data obtained from sources believed by Bank of Beirut to be reliable and in good 

faith, but no representations, guarantees or warranties are made by Bank of Beirut with regard to accuracy, completeness or suit-

ability of the data. The opinions and estimates contained herein reflect the current judgment of the author (s) on the data of this 

document and are subject to change without notice. The opinions do not necessarily correspond to the opinions of Bank of Beirut. 

Bank of Beirut does not have an obligation to update, modify or amend this document or to otherwise notify a reader thereof in 

the event that any matter stated herein, or any opinion, projection, forecast or estimate set forth herein, changes or subsequently 

becomes inaccurate. 

The past performance of financial instruments is not indicative of future results. No assurance can be given that any opinion de-

scribed herein would yield favorable investment results. Any forecasts discussed in this document may not be achieved due to 

multiple risk factors including without limitation market volatility, sector volatility, corporate actions, the unavailability of complete 

and accurate information and/or the subsequent transpiration that underlying assumptions made by other sources relied upon in 

the document were inapposite. 

Neither Bank of Beirut nor any of its respective directors, officers or employees accepts any responsibility or liability whatsoever for 

any expense, loss or damages arising out of or in any way connected with the use of all or any part of this document. 

This document is for the use of the addressees only and may not be reproduced, redistributed or passed on to any other person or 

published, in whole or in part, for any purpose, without the prior, written consent of Bank of Beirut. The manner of distributing this 

document may be restricted by law or regulation in certain countries, including the United States. Persons into whose possession 

this document may come are required to inform themselves about and to observe such restrictions. By accepting this document, 

a recipient hereof agrees to be bound by the foregoing limitations. 
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